The Red Wolf Company
Driving a world to a safer and greener future
Serving Southwestern Ontario and Beyond
519-588-7413 redwolfco@yahoo.com
theredwolfcompany.com
All Products here are all made right here in Ontario Mfg. Website dcgvisionmarketing.com
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Salt Stain Remover
3.78 L
$24.99
For use on all washable surfaces. Formulated to remove alkali residue or salts from all types of
floors, ceramic tile, walls, aluminum, chrome, stainless steel, Formica surfaces and carpet.

Freezer Clean
3.78 L
$38.50
Freezer Kleen is excellent for cleaning or de-icing floors in walk-in freezers and out-door walkways.
Effective to -35°F. It is a non-flammable, grout and tile cleaner and can be used on any hard floor
surface. Will emulsify, lift and suspend grease and dirt and will help reduce slip and falls.
Apply to sidewalk or walkway before freezing rain or snow to prevent icing of sidewalk

Black Mark Remover
725 ML
$9.99
3.78 L
19.99
Black Mark Remover is ready-to-use (RTU) and formulated without harmful chemicals, non-irritating
and ideal on virtually any surface to remove unsightly tough to remove marks and stains on
aluminum, wood, metal, masonry, hard plastic, bed sheets and even carpet. Great for removing
black marks caused by rubber tires, black tape, scuff marks etc. on walls, floors, doorways. Renews
stainless steel elevator doors and kick plates.
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Odor Neutralizer
725 ML
$9.98
3.78L
$19.99
Specifically formulated ready-to-use advanced technology odor neutralizer addresses the most
offensive malodor issues including garbage bins, garbage chutes, bathrooms, urinals, smoke, food
remnants and musty odors caused by water damage. Contains a unique anti re-soiling agent and is
exceptional for use on carpets and furniture. Contains a light refreshing scent and meets all North
American Environmental Standards.

Green Toilet Bowl Cleaner
725 ML
$9.98
3.78L
$19.99
Formulated specifically as a ready-to-use powerful cleaner and designed to dissolve and eliminate
stubborn stains and odors without the use of harsh chemicals or acids. Green Toilet Bowl Cleaner is
not harmful to plumbing or septic systems and meets all North American Environmental Standards.

Green Cling Cleaner
725 ML
$11.99
3.78L
$27.98
This ready-to-use (RTU) cling cleaner is safe for use on all surfaces and contains no harsh chemicals or
fumes. Extremely effective against soap scum, dirt, mold, mildew and hard water deposits in
bathrooms and kitchens for range hoods and other vertical surfaces. Safe for use on all surfaces.
Comes with a foaming trigger sprayer to provide maximum cling to all vertical surfaces and meets all
North American Environmental Standards.

Green Glass Cleaner
7.25 ML
$9.98
3.78L
$22.50
Green Glass Cleaner is a ready-to-use glass cleaner. It is a non-streaking formulated glass cleaner
that is safe to use on all surfaces and easily removes dirt, grease and soap scum from glass, mirrors,
shower doors, glass stove tops and stainless steel etc. Contains a light refreshing scent and meets all
North American Environmental Standards.

Green Floor Cleaner
7.25ML
$9.98
3.78L
$23.20
A Commercial friendly floor cleaner that is safe to use on all washable surfaces. Emulsifies grease, oil,
soils and is low foaming, leaving surface residue free. Contains a light refreshing scent and meets all
North American Environmental Standards. Dilutable 1:32--1:64 on 3.78L

Cleaner/ Degreaser
3.78 L
59.99
5 Gal. pail
$279
A friendly alternative to other harsh chemical cleaners and is an all-in-one all purpose cleaner
designed for use on all washable surfaces. Contains a light refreshing scent and meets all
North American Environmental Standards. Dilutable 1:32--1:64
Food Establishments: Although this product is Green, any surfaces subject to direct food contact
should be thoroughly rinsed with potable water after cleaning with this product
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Antiseptic Hand Soap
3.78 L
$19.99
A few drops of Antiseptic Hand Soap provide thick, luxurious suds. The product provides excellent
cleaning and a fresh non-sticky feeling to your hands and is formulated with Triclosan for maximum
protection. Antiseptic Hand Soap is uniquely formulated to work with the natural ingredients of the
skin to ensure a soft clean feel after each use. Antiseptic Hand Soap flows readily in dispensers.
Equally effective in hard or soft water. Use in undiluted form.
FOOD PROCESSING PLANTS: Personnel must thoroughly rinse hands with potable water after using this
product and before handling food.

Renew Oil and Stain Remover
7.25L RTU
$17.99
3.78L
$44.95
Re-New Wood Oil Stain Remover is an extremely effective, unique and super absorbent liquid. It is
water soluble and non-caustic, designed to penetrate and absorb the most impossible to remove oil
and grease stains on wood and composite materials

Repel Masonry
Impregnating Sealer
7.25 ML
$16.99
3.78L
$169.00
Is engineered to provide exceptional oil, alcohol and water repellence to protect fine stone and
concrete of all types. This product is partially fluorinated and stands out compared to other
fluoro-chemical hard surface protectors as it is compatible with a broad range of materials. It allows
you to use one product for many different hard mineral surfaces resulting in superior protection.

Repel Wood
Impregnating Sealer
7.25 Ml
$16.99
3.78 L
$169
Is engineered to provide exceptional oil, alcohol and water repellence to protect most types of
wood. This product is partially fluorinated and stands out compared to other flouro-chemical hard
surface protectors. Repel Wood Impregnating Sealer is compatible with a broad range of materials
and allows you to use one product across a wide range of wood surfaces resulting in a superior finish.

Powder Shot Bed Bug Killer
400 grams
$14.99
100 grams
$9.98
POWER SHOT BED BUG KILLER comes in two convenient sizes: 100 gram and 400 gram. It is a ready
to use pressurized space and contact spray that WILL kill Bed Bugs immediately on contact and has a
14 day (two week) residual control and is non-irritating to humans and animals.
POWER SHOT BED BUG KILLER is water-based, fragrance free and non-staining. It is equipped with an
all angle spray nozzle and extension tube to spray the hard to reach areas between cracks and crevices
where Bed Bugs and other crawling insects hide.
POWER SHOT BED BUG KILLER is the best 100% Canadian made and registered Domestic Bed Bug
Killer on the market today and is recommended by professional Bed Bug and Pest Exterminators to
eradicate bug issues in Residential Homes, Hotels, Nursing Homes and Universities— anywhere Bed
Bugs are a detected.
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Powder Shot Scented Trash Bags
pricing coming soon
Powder Shot Scented Trash Bags are perfectly suited for those who have issues with keeping the
following away from garbage bags. Dogs, Cats, Raccoons, Mice,Bats,Seagulls, Flies, Mosquitoes,
Ants, Cockroaches, Wasps, Bees and many other insects and animals.
Most flying and crawling insects such as earwigs, ants, spiders and cockroaches simply don’t like them
The new unique product line is a innovative breakthrough development in trash bags. The All Natural
Scent is a realistic solution of entering the growing category of unique Earth Friendly plastic products

Rapid All
a powerful, all-natural, biodegradable, pH neutral cleaner. Rapid All combines naturally
occurring microbes that remediate oil, grease, and all kinds of dirt with a potent organic
compound derived from the forestry industry for effective dual-action cleansing that’s
safe for all. Applications for Pond Treatments, Septic Systems, Soil Activators, All Purpose
Industrial Cleaner, Animal World, Aviation, Marine, Construction, Municipalities and more
Green Restaurant Association (GRA®) - Certified
Rapid All is the first cleaning solutions manufacturing company to have its products
endorsed by the GRA. The GRA has determined that our products are efficient, safe to work
with and environmentally responsible in promoting environmental stewardship and energy
100% Green, Organic, All-Purpose
Commercial and Industrial Cleaner
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY – 100% ORGANIC
HAZMAT, OSHA, WHMIS exempt, CFIA approved

.68 Kg Tube
2.27 kg pail
4 kg pail
Sample Kit

Acid Replacement Technology
3.78L
$67.50
Is the Best 100% Canadian made Acid Replacement product on the market today. A.R.T is a unique
replacement for harsh acids such as Hydrofluoric Acid used for cleaning sensitive
materials like aluminum tankers, car and truck rims and checkerboard aluminum that
can etch easily and eventually corrode.
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$59.95
$199.00
$299.00
$65
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Solvent Borne Interlocking Brick
and Stamped Concrete Sealer
Wholesale Retail or Installed Contact for pricing
Our (Wet Look) Interlocking Brick Sealer is specifically designed to not only seal and protect against
staining and dulling but to add slip resistant properties to the treated surface
Our Interlocking Brick Sealer is a single component, solvent based sealer It is the top of the line
choice for interlocking brick.
This clear sealer is easy to use. It has low V.O.C. (Volatile Organic Compounds) with excellent
adhesion, hot tire resistance properties, fast dry as well as UV protection and is an excellent choice
for inter-locking brick driveways, walkways, and pool areas.
Our Interlocking Brick Sealer is virtually water and chemical resistant against chloride salts, inorganic
and organic acids; motor oil, gasoline, brake and transmission fluids; it is extremely durable and lasts
for years
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Safety Floor Treatments
A long lasting chemical treatment to make hard mineral floors non slip when wet. Our products are
designed for the following area Ceramic, Quarry Porcelain Tile, Marble, Slate, Terrazzo, Glazed Brick
and Concrete, Porcelain and Enamel Bathtubs
We provide a superior, highly remarkable Slip Resistant Floor Safety Treatment, in addition to
creating a clean and safe environment in which to work shop and eat in
Our products are ideal for Commercial Kitchens, Shopping Malls, Warehouses, Restrooms,
Pool Decks, Tiled Entrance ways and many, many more

No more slippery when wet!
Will not peel chip or crack
Works Indoors/Outdoors
Limited down time
We apply in your off hours
Limit liabilities and WSIB claims
Eliminate mat rentals

More Exciting products coming soon!!!!!
If you have any questions on any of our material we would be glad to try and answer it for you
Shoot us a email at redwolfco@yahoo.com or call us @ 519-588-7413
We can supply more information on all the products listed here including MSDS or PDS
As mentioned before all our products are Canadian made. Mfg Website is dcgvisionmarketing.com
We hope to hear from you soon!!!
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